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Preface

There I was, in Air Command and Staff College, a major with a masters degree, fairly well schooled on what makes the world go ‘round, when one day I’m given a blue book—the National Security Strategy for Engagement and Enlargement (NSSEE)—showing me the plans to running the country. In a way, this was enlightening, because I had no idea there was such a document. In another sense, I was disturbed—because I had no idea there was such a document, and I thought perhaps I should have known.

In a way, we are fortunate to have the government playing the role of parent to the masses. Our government knows what’s good for us—and it’s a good thing, too. Most of us don’t really understand the most important issue facing this country—that of our national security policy. And that’s a bad thing.

The problem with this relationship is that the child never ceases being a child unless he or she gains knowledge and grows to become a contributing citizen. On national security issues, the general public cannot determine the course of our nation because we’re too ignorant. Yet, our national strategy requires public support as the most important element in making this whole thing work. How can we support what we don’t understand?

This is why the American public wants to cut defense spending and put more money into social programs. They cannot make the connection why US engagement in the international community is important to their lives. Americans are tired of getting
involved in places whose names we can’t even pronounce, much less know where they are
on the globe, much less relate this to our vital interests. Sometimes it seems like our
national leadership is just as clueless.

My mission in this research project was to set out in search of justifying a national
security strategy. It didn’t matter which strategy, just one that seemed to best do the job
for the US while not stepping on the toes of the rest of the world. To my amazement, I
found ample justification for the NSSEE as written. This is a great plan! Why then, I
wondered, don’t we have public support for this strategy?

I believe the answer is because we haven’t educated the American public. Why don’t
our kids get this stuff in school? Why don’t we bring this document to the public eye?
Why don’t we vote on it? If we are to have a national strategy, we must have a national
commitment. At present, we don’t. And we need to fix this. Right now.

I found it fascinating to learn that our national security policy makes sense. Not only
did I learn a lot about international relations during ACSC, but I had fun doing so,
especially in my research group on “The Causes of War.” A research advisor like
Lieutenant Colonel Jim Forsythe is so entertaining, you don’t even realize you’re learning.

I adamantly believe all Americans need to get involved in national security strategy,
starting not later than middle school. National policy needs their backing, and we are all
entitled to a national policy we support and know the reasons why. The leaders and
followers of the future need to start learning now about the important issues of our
national security, what it is that keeps our country free. For the children shall lead.
Abstract

This research paper examines the current international environment and how shifts in centers of power since the end of the Cold War affect the national security policy of the United States. The author examines the question of what role America, as the world’s sole superpower, should play in international affairs in light of an apparently reduced threat to its security and the increasing competition for non-defense spending. This research establishes conceptual references on balance of power, anarchy, and hegemony, then reviews alternative national security strategies.

This paper discusses the options the US might take—a return to isolationism, deferring to regional security arrangements, or assuming a global leadership role—now that the Cold War is over. The author assesses the direction and applicability of the current National Security Strategy for Engagement and Enlargement (NSSEE) and proposes a keystone vision for the US. The author concludes the US should retain a global leadership role in the international community to the maximum extent resources will permit. The US must resist neoisolationist pressures and not only remain engaged in all aspects, but lead the way economically and politically while maintaining the world’s most powerful military as insurance for our national security. Finally, the author concludes the NSSEE provides appropriate direction for the US, but the support of the American public, upon which the NSSEE depends heavily, is insufficient due to the lack of public education and involvement in the national security process.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The 20th century has been a period of the most remarkable and rapid change the world has ever known. The century survived two great wars and scores of lesser conflicts, and witnessed the birth of the nuclear age. In spite of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the mutually assured destruction from thousands of megatons of thermonuclear weapons, humanity made it through the Cold War into a New World Order.

In the Cold War days, our charter was clear—prevent the USSR from exporting communism and avoid, if possible, nuclear attack, or at the least, be capable of inflicting as much damage on them as they could deliver against the US and our allies. Now, though, the communist threat has apparently all but disappeared. This presents a new challenge.

It is clear the world’s power relationships are changing in the aftermath of the Cold War. No longer is world power polarized between the US and the USSR, with third world countries hosting an ideological battleground. World War II transformed the US from a nation of isolation into the preeminent world power. Indeed, this transformation may be the single most important factor in the survival of the free world. Communism was held in check, and by the 1980s, the US was on the offensive in the Cold War. The
Evil Empire, unable to restrain its uncooperative satellites, fell apart at the seams. This singular event would seem a harbinger of a new age of peace.

However, the state of nature is a state of war, and war may at any time break out.\textsuperscript{1} Since 1945, the world has seen an average of 20-25 third world conflicts yearly.\textsuperscript{2} With the fall of the USSR and the collapse of our ideological nemesis, what does the future demand of US leadership as we enter the twenty-first century?

With the disintegration of the bipolar world, we can expect the world of the next century to be unlike that of any other period of history. The United States—unarguably the world’s leading power—will be faced with difficult decisions regarding the role it will play in international affairs as resource limitations and domestic pressure erode our superpower status. Is war becoming a thing of the past, and does the US have a responsibility for world leadership? The role we strive for will drive the extent of US engagement in working towards our national objectives.

This paper will examine the importance of US engagement in the international community. We will first look at conceptual issues of balance of power and the implications of imbalance; anarchy in international relations; and the pros and cons of hegemonic influence. This will set the stage for a review of alternative national strategies, tendencies towards isolationism, and possible repercussions for the international community if the US does not continue a global leadership role. Each alternative strategy might increase or decrease the likelihood of interstate wars.

A review of these conceptual factors is necessary to understand the evolution of the *National Security Strategy for Engagement and Enlargement* (NSSEE) and will help explain the relevance of our strategy is relevant in today’s international environment.
Several key issues must be addressed to determine whether the US can execute the strategy outlined in the NSSEE:

1. Is the US capable of continuing in a position of world leadership in the dynamic post-Cold War international environment?
2. Is it in the best interests of the US to assume a world leadership role?
3. If a policy of engagement and enlargement is in our best interests, are we as a nation willing to make such a commitment?

The degree to which the US exerts influence according to its national objectives can be a significant factor in deterring war and resolving conflict. This influence is affected by balance of power relationships, the anarchy that results from each state pursuing its own national security policies, and resistance to hegemonic regimes.

Notes

Chapter 2

Power and Influence

With the crumbling of the Former Soviet Union (FSU), the US finds itself as the undisputed global power as potential for conflict shifts from a global to a localized emphasis. This establishes a unique tone for international relations. For the first time since World War II, the US does not have a global military and ideological rival. Is America’s role in international affairs, then, no longer of great importance?

Before attempting to answer this question and examine possible national strategies the US might pursue in the new world order, we will discuss conceptual issues that affect not only the US, but the rest of the world, in reducing the potential for and magnitude of war. Of particular importance are the issues of balance of power, anarchy, and hegemony.

Balance of Power

Power is relative, and there is a finite amount in the world, i.e., a zero-sum equation. If international states gain power, it comes at the expense of other states. As stronger states become less willing to use military power as an instrument of foreign policy, the unused power in effect transfers to the weaker states. We see different embodiments of the distribution when we estimate the relative power—military, diplomatic, and economic—of international states. We recognize the US and England at the top of the
military power pyramid; the US, Japan, and Germany with economic strength; and the US leading the way in diplomatic strength. However, in the United Nations, the one-state, one-vote arrangement favors weaker state coalitions.\footnote{By this arrangement, the relative power of stronger states is offset, with the strongest states having more to lose. Thus, a stronger state will be more motivated to act unilaterally in pursuit of self-interests, first because it must, and second because it can, if its actual or perceived strength offsets the combined power of the coalition opposing it.} Traditional balance of power theory has come under stress in the new world order. There are many potential sources of conflict and challenge to US dominance. We can look at this issue from two perspectives—how the US views the world, and how the rest of the world might view the US.

First, from the US point of view, we no longer have the military and ideological competition marked by the Cold War. As long as the USSR existed, national defense took priority. The US extended its nuclear-backed power to shield our allies from Soviet domination and fought for control of nonaligned states to halt the spread of communism in our national security interests. During the Reagan years, it was US policy to not only stop the expansion of the “Evil Empire,” but to regain territory as well for the democratic side. With the end of the Cold War, the task of exporting democracy should be easier.

How do other nations view US dominance, though? Surely, democratic states feel more secure without the threat of communism and global nuclear holocaust. However, less developed nations dealing with internal strife may not particularly care about US military superiority. For some states, any change to a power hierarchy may be a threat. The US, essentially unopposed, could exert its influence against nondemocratic states,
destabilize those governments, and threaten power bases. Those who hold power undemocratically are most at risk of losing it through a democratic process and are generally disinclined to give it up without a struggle.

Communist China has moved toward a market economy, at least in the coastal regions. However, remembering the recent past—the harshly suppressed demonstration in Tiananmen Square and the show of force near Taiwan—we know the Chinese government is far from abandoning its communist philosophy. It remains to be seen how Hong Kong, thoroughly contaminated by Western market economics and democratic ideas, will be assimilated into the Chinese Bloc in July 1997, or how Chinese policy will affect Taiwan.

China is not yet able to present a global challenge to democracy, but the influence of over 1 billion Chinese will surely continue to grow in the Asian sphere. Chinese writings on strategy and international security have expressed hostility to US predominance and imply the need to balance it, but they recognize the importance of US markets, technical training, and technology.²

If states simply wished to maximize power, they would join the stronger side, and instead of balances forming, we would see a world hegemony being forged.³ This has not been the case. The first concern of states is not to maximize power, but to maintain their positions in the system.⁴ The expectation is not that a balance, once achieved, will be maintained, but that a balance, once disrupted, will be restored in one way or the other.⁵ Conceivably, the lesser powers might become wary of US influence and flock to the weaker side, because it is the stronger side that threatens them.⁶
The key to preventing the tendency for weaker states to ally against the strong is the behavior of the US. Even with benign intent, the US will continue to behave in ways that annoy and frighten others. We must attempt to allay the rational fear states have of too much power residing in the hands of too few.

Balance of power is not as clear in today’s dynamic world as it was before either of the world wars. Today, no country or set of countries can restore the balance. Contrary to balance of power theory, US influence increased in the early 1990s, an imbalance the US likely prefers. Thus, predictions are more volatile, and the role of the US in the international arena cannot be established purely on balance of power theory.

Anarchy

Political realists maintain international politics is a struggle dominated by organized violence, that a state of world anarchy exists. This is not to say there is no order in the world, only that each nation acts on its self-interests as opposed to the common good. The ultimate test of the success of policy is preserving and strengthening the state.

In anarchy, security is the highest end. States are uncertain about each other’s future intentions and actions; consequently, they spend a portion of their effort protecting themselves against others. In interdependency theory, states are more secure in controlling what they depend on to lessen the extent of their dependency. It is therefore difficult to rely on other states without some reservations.

A hierarchical world governing agency could be a hedge against anarchy. However, states would have to sacrifice a degree of sovereignty and allot some portion of their military instrument to the world governing agency. This reduces the military power
retained by the state. Thus, the state could only consider such an allocation if the agency were capable of protecting its client states.\textsuperscript{15} The UN is incapable of offering such protection. It has no standing military force, and states are not likely to allocate any of their military capabilities to such an international agency because no one has "excess" military capability.

Consequently, we can expect anarchy to continue. International agencies without assigned forces cannot guarantee protection. The US has the forces and capacity for global response, but there are risks in such hegemonic influence.

**Hegemony**

Hegemony exists when a single power, having superior economic and military resources, implements a plan for international order based on its interests and vision for the world.\textsuperscript{16} There are two elements of the theory of hegemonic power: that order in world politics is typically created by a single dominant power, and that the maintenance of order requires continued hegemony.\textsuperscript{17}

The theory of hegemonic stability predicts the more one such power dominates the world political economy, the more cooperative interstate relations will be.\textsuperscript{18} Successful hegemony requires military power to protect this economy.\textsuperscript{19} Economic or military might cannot serve as the sole basis of political power of states.\textsuperscript{20} Power should not be confused with strength and force; for hegemony to be equated with leadership, the moral and intellectual dimension must be emphasized.\textsuperscript{21} If wealth fosters pride, lesser-developed nations might react angrily and opt for war.\textsuperscript{22}
History has been an unending series of cycles; the conclusion of one period of hegemony is the beginning of another cycle of growth, expansion, and eventual decline.\textsuperscript{23} Lacking a precedent for today’s current international situation, though, is it possible for the US to act as a force for good while not serving as a catalyst for adverse reaction? Hegemonial powers do not always exploit secondary powers economically,\textsuperscript{24} but if the US refuses to adapt to change, we may be destined to repeat the cycle.\textsuperscript{25} Our national power is not actually eroding, but because we are losing the ability to control outcomes in a more complex international system, the erosion of the international hierarchy may signal a decline in relative US power.\textsuperscript{26}

**Closing Thoughts**

If hegemony needed as a substitute for world government, the only nation capable of extending such influence is the US. Is there a responsibility for America, the world’s dominant power, to preserve the peace? We must decide the lesser of two evils. Too much engagement risks negative reaction to US hegemony, while too little may result in an unchecked proliferation of religious extremists, Chinese communism, rogue states, and radical national causes.

If the US is to establish a benevolent world hegemony, we can learn from Athens’ lessons of more than two millennia ago by establishing a realistic vision and emphasizing the moral and leadership dimensions of hegemony.\textsuperscript{27} Whether the US succumbs to another power in the twilight of another hegemonic cycle will depend on our leadership and ability to adapt in a dynamic international structure, on America’s vision for itself and the rest of the world, and its strategy for achieving its objectives.
US national security strategy is derived by evaluating alternatives and consequences considering balance of power relationships, anarchy, and hegemony. There are many paths we may follow.

Notes
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Chapter 3

Alternative National Strategies

Keeping in mind the issues of balance of power, anarchy, and hegemony, we can better address the question of where the US should be heading in the wake of the Cold War. Our involvement in world affairs as we prepare to enter a new century will be dictated by our willingness to lead and embodied in our national security strategy.

The US might pursue any of a number of grand strategies ranging from neoisolationism to global leadership. Strategy could be based on American military might, regionalized economic blocs, or other measures of national and international capabilities. Our degree of engagement in the international community has direct implications on the potential for world peace.

Neoisolationism

The US may choose to abdicate its leadership role and react to developments in the world situation on a case by case basis. This would result in the US losing the opportunity to shape the future and make military training more difficult in trying to prepare for the entire range of plausible conflicts.

On the surface, there may be some appeal for a US withdrawal from international affairs to a focus on domestic problems. A tendency to turn inward was evidenced during
the 1996 presidential election debates which notably lacked interest in foreign policy. A 1994 survey showed 84 percent of Americans believed we should pay more attention to domestic problems and less to international problems. Depending on the extent of defensive commitments to the US or North America, there may be a significant reduction of defense expenditures in the short run. Abandoning global leadership would also reduce the risk to American soldiers serving around the world in combat and OOTW situations.

Technology could encourage a "Fortress America." The US could gain situational awareness around the world through an extensive network of information facilitated by space communications capabilities. High priority would be given to reduce US vulnerability to missile attacks and information warfare. Fewer US forces would operate overseas in forward presence, peacekeeping, or peace enforcement roles. The "peace dividend" could be diverted to domestic programs and economic competitiveness, while our competitors divert a greater share of their expenditures into defense.

However, realistically and over the longer term, a neoisolationist approach will increase the danger of major conflicts, require greater US defense effort down the line, threaten world peace, and eventually undermine US prosperity. In the 1920s and 1930s, American isolationism had disastrous consequences for world peace. US withdrawal from the world scene may spark an arms race and nuclear proliferation as international states scramble to form a new balance of power matrix. Other states who currently exercise restraint because of security ties with the US or fear of possible negative US actions may see an invitation to energize their nuclear programs. The resulting turmoil
throughout the world, especially in Asia and Europe, would force major economic adjustment in the US.\textsuperscript{13}

Interdependence and national security interests, then, discourage US disengagement from the international community.

**Unipolar World**

The unipolar world emerged from the sudden evaporation of the bipolar world that marked the Cold War. Some observers argued the US was now the only country that could project great military power anywhere in the world, that the US had far and away the world's largest national economy, and the US was now the focus of global affairs.\textsuperscript{14}

This viewpoint was evidenced by the US-led build-up of military forces in and around the Arabian peninsula in response to the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.\textsuperscript{15} Not only were the vast military forces predominantly American—nearly 500,000 troops deployed to the region—but the US was the only country with the diplomatic power capable of forming the allied coalition.\textsuperscript{16} This diplomatic power was applied to soften the economic impact on the US treasury, as other countries helped fund the war effort to ensure their access to oil.

This poses the question of whether the US could maintain its military might and position as the world's superpower given its own economic problems.\textsuperscript{17} Indeed, if economic power were a necessity of supporting military strength—the dominant instrument of power in international relations—did this mark a shift away from traditional thinking about power distribution?\textsuperscript{18} These questions about cracks in the armor of US
dominance caused many people to reject the unipolar model of the new international order.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Regionalized World}

A regionalized power distribution model suggests military power has been superseded by economic strength as the most important instrument of power (IOP).\textsuperscript{20} This model is based on regional economic blocs—in the Americas centered on the US, in Europe centered on the European Community, and in East Asia centered on Japan.\textsuperscript{21}

Evidence to support the future predominance of this model is the emergence of the European Community (EC), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) bloc, the economic codevelopment sphere in East Asia, creation of a South American free trade area, and the formation of common markets in Central America and West Africa.\textsuperscript{22}

However, critics maintain this outlook overlooks the continuing importance of military capabilities as a tool of state power.\textsuperscript{23} They point out the EC’s difficulties with the Maastricht Treaty as evidence that moving toward economic cooperation will not enable people to overcome national pride and national identity.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, economic warfare and trade restrictions, such as those that contributed to the onset of World War II, could result, causing national power to default to military capabilities.\textsuperscript{25}

It would appear, then, that economics alone will not shape the new world order.

\textbf{Multipolar World}

A multipolar world may emerge dominated by the US, the EC, Japan, and China, but with other states occasionally rising to play prominent roles.\textsuperscript{26} In this scenario, economic strength will grow in importance, but military strength will continue to play an important
role. Proponents stress the importance of “soft” measures of national power, such as beliefs, ideas, and culture, in addition to economic and military power.

A regional balance-of-power system would have advantages for the US. Expecting regional powers to assume responsibility for the world’s “hot spots” would reduce defense expenditures and deployments of American troops overseas. Given its relative distance and insulation from points of potential major crises, the US could stand back as an “offshore balancer,” focusing on deterring the emergence of a predominant power and confrontation between great powers while pursuing economic interests.

However, there are serious drawbacks to the regional approach. Regional powers may not respond to threats in an “appropriate” manner as defined by US national security strategy. Thus, the US would be dependent on other international states or blocs to act on its behalf. Also, political and military struggles among the major democracies could heighten, and each might pursue economic self-interest with more determination. The US would also be at a competitive disadvantage to extend its sphere of influence as other nations and regions would be more inclined to reach anti-US alliances.

Finally, the differing cultures and political expertise of global participants could lead to wars the US would be unable to maintain distance from. In the nuclear age, the lack of dominant restraint, such as the US might provide, could have serious consequences.

**Global Leadership**

Finally, the US may elect to play a global leadership role and deter the rise to power of another hostile global rival or a return to multipolarity. The post-Cold War global environment is likely to be more receptive to American values—democracy, free markets,
and the rule of law—and this scenario has a better chance of dealing cooperatively with the world's major problems, such as nuclear proliferation, regional hegemony by renegade states, and low-level conflicts,\(^{36}\) if the US can successfully exercise hegemonic influence.

In order to preclude the rise of another global rival or multipolarity, the US would have to act according to a set of guidelines.\(^{37}\) First, the US would have to strengthen and extend its alliances with the economically rich democratic states of North America, Western Europe, and East Asia—the "zone of peace."\(^{38}\) The US must preserve its military preeminence, which would serve as a hedge against Russian reimperialization and Chinese expansionism while promoting cooperation with both.

The US must also prevent hostile hegemony over critical regions, such as the oil-producing Arabian Gulf states. Although the US is the dominant military power, the use of force must be judicious, and the burden must be shared among our allies. The US must maintain its economic strength and an open international economic system while maintaining domestic support for a greater defense commitment in the near term.\(^{39}\)

US global leadership has many implications for the US military.\(^{40}\) As the "insurance policy" for the other IOPs, US military forces must maintain nuclear deterrence, fight and win regional conflicts when deterrence fails, deter and defend against the use of weapons of mass destruction in regional conflicts, improve their capability to fight low-intensity conflicts and OOTW, increase power projection capabilities as force levels and overseas basings reduce, and dominate space and information technologies.\(^{41}\)

The United States' ability to retain a global leadership position will depend upon a strong economic base to preserve military and technological dominance. The US must also be careful not to overextend itself, relying on regional allies whenever the situation is
appropriate. The alternative to global leadership is reacting to world developments, losing the opportunity to shape the future, and increasing the risk to US military forces employed in a hostile environment after preemptive engagement has been forfeited.

Closing Thoughts

If the US wishes to ensure its national security, it must control the international environment. It is unlikely America will return to isolationism, although pressures for diverting more resources into domestic programs could affect US ability to retain its superpower status. Given our history and present capability to exert considerable political, economic, and military influence globally, the question for US national strategy, then, is not whether to engage the international community, but to what degree.
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Chapter 4

National Strategy for the Twenty-First Century

The US is presently the world's predominant power. Neoisolationism is not in our best interests if we wish to retain this status and control our national destiny. In deriving a national strategy, the US will act according to its requirements for national security and its capability to act based on a prediction of how the world will look as the twenty-first century unfolds.

The US military is the most capable such force on the planet. American political and economic influence are still potent. The propensity for major conflict appears to be significantly reduced as democracy springs forth in more and more areas of the world. Future wars will probably be lesser regional conflicts with a significant requirement for humanitarian assistance, although China's and North Korea's intentions are not yet clear.

Unfortunately, US military, political, and economic strength proved less than fully effective in situations such as Bosnia and Somalia. America was unskilled at conducting operations other than war (OOTW). Television images of an American soldier's body being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu exposed how shallow our national resolve could be as many called for an immediate end to our involvement in Somalia. As our soldiers were being killed for questionable causes, Americans again debated the definition of our national interests and our responsibility to the international community.
Clearly, the US is a nation of great capability. However, at issue is how we wish to employ our instruments of power in the interests of our national security. Is America, the victor of World War II and the Cold War, the sole superpower remaining in the world today, needed and responsible for keeping the peace in a world of anarchy?

The first step in determining an appropriate level of international engagement is to determine where we want to go. We will not know which road to take if we don’t have a destination.

**Opportunity Knocks**

In this singular point in history, the US is uniquely capable of establishing a benevolent world hegemony. Our diplomatic, economic, and military strength allow us to set or affect the course for the rest of the world. Here is an opportunity to stamp out a lot of what’s wrong with the world as we see it—if we engage proactively. Before setting goals for the US, Americans should first understand their nature.

Americans are tired of being unappreciated. We consider ourselves as executors of noble causes and take offense to anti-American demonstrations. We don’t have the patience for long-term foreign entanglements. The American public is unwilling to support a large military when the threat of global war is perceived to be negligible. They see the military as a fighting force and are relatively uneducated about the need for armed forces in operations other than war (OOTW).

However, America the bountiful also has a national conscience that stirs a willingness to defend the helpless, to assist the needy. We do so not because of national security reasons, but because we are a strong, caring nation with resources to offer. Americans are
tired of two-bit dictators perpetrating genocide in Third World countries, tired of no one caring for helpless refugees, tired of gangs of armed bandits hoarding food while the emaciated masses invade our homes via television. We will help if we can.

Humanitarian operations often require military forces to provide a secure environment so relief agencies can operate safely. The UN, with no standing and responsive military force, is not capable of effectively engaging in humanitarian operations that require military support. The 1994 humanitarian aid mission to Rwanda suggests we will intervene when there is a natural disaster but not to halt violence (if the cost of stopping it is too great). Here our concerns were moral and symbolic, and public opinion determined policy. We should define criteria for intervention in terms of national interests instead of merely vital interests.

If the US is incapable of responding to disasters in Africa, isolationism will be strengthened. In spite of the frequent crises in Africa and the likelihood this continent will remain unstable for years to come, the US military has not adapted a structure to better deal with these crises. EUCOM is responsible not only for Europe, but for most of Africa as well. Although its former raison d'être, the Warsaw Pact, has been dismantled, EUCOM has picked up responsibility for the former Soviet satellite states in Eastern Europe and is dealing with a still-explosive situation in the Balkans, all while US forces have been severely cut. EUCOM is stretched thin.

Perhaps it's time to stand up an African Command that would relieve EUCOM of its extracontinental responsibilities. A permanent AFRICOM command structure in Egypt, for example, could bring full-time expertise to bear where it is most needed, strengthen US-Egyptian ties, and perhaps bring Egypt on line as a co-leader of African development.
The US is needed to maintain order in the world and is capable of assisting in ways no other country or agency can. America can further entrench itself in the position of global power and facilitate achieving its national security interests by capitalizing on this opportunity for world leadership. Americans need to decide whether to answer the call.

**Manifest Destiny?**

The US has long maintained its right to intervene. Senior officials in the Reagan administration asserted "...some rights are more fundamental than the right of nations to nonintervention, like the rights of individual people...[We] don’t have the right to subvert a democratic government, but we do have the right against an undemocratic one."[4] The *National Security Strategy for Engagement and Enlargement* (NSSEE)[5] does not explicitly state this strong position, but it is perhaps a *de facto* summary of the US position on its right to intervene in another sovereign state’s affairs.

The US thinks of itself as acting for the sake of peace, justice, and well-being in the world,[6] but our "right to intervention" should not be employed against "undemocratic" states. Some countries, such as Saudi Arabia, are not democracies, yet they are responsible members of the world community, and we should not impose American values upon them. We should not mandate democratic forms of government, but rather be concerned for the human rights policies of the sovereign states. Conceivably, benevolent autocracies could provide for their people better than the US takes care of its own.

Should America serve as a model for the world? Waltz asserts neither America nor any other country should do so.[7] In the span of a decade, the US initiated wars against Iraq, Grenada, and Panama, violating international law in the latter invasion.[8] This is
evidence that, in international politics, unbalanced power constitutes a danger even when it is "benevolent" American power that is out of balance. ⁹

Waltz’s implication is international states are forced to follow the US model. On the contrary, the US can be a passive model other states may freely emulate. If intervention occurs, it is because the standards established by the international community or, in the case of US unilateral intervention, American criteria, are not adhered to. If we act unilaterally, it will be because we lack the support of the world community. In such cases, the US model will be challenged.

Serving as a model is good for the US in two ways. First, it is a tool other states may use in their own self-development. Peace has prevailed much more reliably among democratic countries than elsewhere. ¹⁰ For the first time, every country in South America is a democracy. Second, the US model would be a baseline from which Americans can aspire to greater good, regardless of how other governments function.

The US has the power to be a significant factor in keeping the world safe for democracy and smothering the possibilities of nuclear Armageddon. Our engagement in the international community must continue with vigor. A national vision will lead us to this greater good.

Vision for America

Why should the US intervene in foreign affairs? Because we must continue to look out for Number One, as will any sovereign nation concerned with its continued survival. Stability in the world is not just a US goal, but a condition for our national security. We are the only nation with sufficient power to ensure global stability. No other state or
organization has such capability for immediate and decisive response. Our priorities must be to preempt the conditions which require large defense expenditures and maintain a secure environment so everyone is guaranteed basic human rights.

The NSSEE states our national strategic objectives. There are three central goals of our national strategy: to enhance our security with military forces that are ready to fight and with effective representation abroad, to bolster America's economic revitalization, and to promote democracy abroad. US engagement in today's world prefers acting in concert with other states, but if necessary, calls for acting unilaterally in support of our vital interests. If our vital interests aren't at stake, there will be less public support to finance OOTW and risk US casualties.

Humanitarian missions in far-off reaches of the globe are hard to link to US national security strategy. However, in the long run, US engagement will pay off by helping other states, nations, and individuals reach a higher level of development. The seeds for war should be dealt with before they germinate into regional or international threats. If we are unwilling to intervene and defer leadership to other nations, we will have to accept the possibility the results may not be in tune with our national security needs.

A national vision for America is needed as the foundation of a national security strategy. This vision will describe the end-state Americans desire for the US. As the oracle of democracy, we will employ our national instruments of power (IOPs) towards specific objectives in line with America's "Prime Directive." The moral dimension of leadership must be the cornerstone of our vision. This vision should consist of two main tenets: encourage and welcome diversity, but firmly deal with those who fail to respect the
basic rights of humanity or abide by internationally accepted norms. War cannot be allowed if civilization is to survive.

**Closing Thoughts**

If war is contrary to our national interests, and we wish to play the biggest part in preventing war, there are two ways to do so: by rendering the use of arms unattractive to the degree no nation would be willing to engage in war, or by eliminating the sources of conflict. The US can be effective in deterring major wars by maintaining a dominant military force and the will to use it. There is at present and for the foreseeable future no serious challenge to US military dominance. However, the future is unpredictable and deterrence will not necessarily be effective in the case of lunatics or dictators. Some countries are so different ideologically and religiously we aren’t sure how to deal with them. How do we deter fundamentalist Islamic violence perpetrated in God’s name?

If the US is to play the dominant role is assuring world peace, we must recognize the causes of war and proactively work to resolve conflicts and perhaps eliminate the causes, thus the results. We might ask whether peace requires a benevolent superpower to make sure no nation can get away with engaging in a war. Unfortunately, human history is rife with chronic bloodshed. Many countries are not evolved enough to follow the rules without threat of punishment, and someone has to enforce the law. The international community, as a whole, should police lawbreakers, but if they don’t, then the US must, ideally because it’s the right thing to do, at the least for own national security. We must apply our resources toward integrating all nations into a world community so war will no longer be an acceptable method of resolving disputes.
Great ideas can keep the peace. A national vision is essential to effecting a strategy of engagement and enlargement that will promote democratic ideals and ensure a safe environment for humanity to flourish. We as a nation, not just our national leadership, must support these great ideas that will lead the world to peace.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

After reviewing the conceptual issues of power relationships, the challenges of anarchy, and the risks of hegemony, we can determine whether the NSSEE embodies a national a strategy commensurate with our vision for America. As we do so, we must answer three questions: Can the United States fulfill the role of world leadership in the post-Cold War era? Should the US take on this responsibility? And, if it should, what will it take to do so successfully?

Can the US Fulfill the Role of World Leadership

This first question centers around capabilities. A dominant nation can preserve the peace.\(^1\) America is capable of employing great power globally, more than any other nation. The US military is undoubtedly the world's most powerful armed force. America still has considerable political clout, as evidenced by President Bush's ability to form the coalition against Iraq in the 1991 Gulf War and brokering the Dayton Peace Accord for the Balkans. The US remains the world's single largest economic power.

However, US resources are limited. We cannot be everywhere at once, nor can we afford unlimited foreign engagement. Public support for US intervention has been less than enthusiastic considering the cost in resources and the risk to American lives during
OOTW, especially when resolution does not come quickly. All of America’s power will be of little use if it cannot be focused to exert influence internationally.

Fiscal realities force the US to adopt a flexible strategy. We can allow regional blocs to function as long as and to the extent the US allows them to function. Some may call this a regional world scenario, but in effect the US is keeping its superpower status in reserve as the dominant nation. When necessary, we can act unilaterally, as called for in the NSSEE. The US is capable of exerting significant influence, but resource limitations require us to strengthen relationships with other nations so they can contribute to keeping the peace. We must be wise in our leadership; a national vision will keep us focused on our purpose.

Should the US Be the World Leader

Whether the US should play the role of world leader is a function of our national security policy and our vision for America. Peace is a prerequisite for long-term domestic prosperity, but peace is not a normal state of affairs.²

The good news is, there is a trend away from major global conflict. The destructive power of nuclear weapons deters rational states from engaging in unlimited war. This is not to say a major war can’t occur. We cannot rule out the possibility of a major conflict in the Middle East, Korea, or China.

War in some form will undoubtedly continue to be a fact of life in this dynamic world for many years. Nuclear weapons empirically have had little value in deterring regional conflict. Virtually all wars since the Korean Conflict were fought in Africa.³ Lesser regional conflicts will likely continue to ignite in the consolidative and expansive states.⁴
A significant cause of war is competition for resources,\textsuperscript{5} such as food, water, and nonrenewable resources. When vital interests and existence are threatened, conflict may escalate into war. Preventive diplomacy can defuse conflicts before they become crises.\textsuperscript{6}

War in the twenty-first century might take on an entirely new dimension, as military forces or governments may not be the only serious threat to our national security.\textsuperscript{7} The next war may be initiated by an "information Pearl Harbor" as the possibilities of war in cyberspace increase, with electrons the ultimate precision guided weapon.\textsuperscript{8} War might also be waged by multinational corporations across national boundaries using no fielded military forces. The stakes could be just as high regardless of the type of war and whether or not military forces are fielded.

The US is faced with a dichotomy. First and foremost, we are committed to protecting our vital interests, as stated in the NSSEE. Engagement in the international community and fostering of democratic ideals are tenets of our national strategy to resolve conflicts before they become crises. However, resource constraints put pressure against our strategy of engagement and enlargement. The American public is eager to beat the swords of overseas defense commitments into plowshares of domestic priorities. They do not easily make the connection that successful national security strategy provides a safe environment for implementing domestic programs.

We surely must not cower into neoisolationism, or someone else will fill the leadership void, relegating the US to a follower role with unused resources and capability. Consequently, the US must engage the world community to preempt the sources of conflict while retaining the world's dominant military force and the will to employ it. If
our reasons for engagement and the use of force when necessary are not altruistic, at the 
least we must do so in the interests of our national security.

**Will the American Public Support World Leadership**

The NSSEE states a need for significant US involvement in international affairs. However, execution of the NSSEE involves more than simply stating the goals of our national security program and trying to implement reactive foreign policy measures in line with our objectives. Public support is imperative, as the last paragraph of the NSSEE states.

Our engagement abroad requires the active, sustained bipartisan support of the American people and the US Congress. Of all the elements contained in this strategy, none is more important than this: our administration is committed to explaining our security interests and objectives to the nation; to seeking the broadest possible public and congressional support for our security programs and investments; and to exerting our leadership in the world in a manner that reflects our best national values and protects the security of this great and good nation.

Public and congressional support for the NSSEE, however, have been lacking. There has been substantial public pressure to reduce our engagement in the world and focus more on domestic programs. If the NSSEE truly reflected public opinion; the public would be more supportive of US foreign policy. It’s a safe bet relatively few Americans know of the NSSEE.

For the disconnect between the NSSEE and public support to be repaired, either of two things must happen: the NSSEE must accurately reflect the public’s desires for international engagement or disengagement, or the public must be educated on the NSSEE and why this policy is good for our national security interests. The second alternative is preferable. Conflict will undoubtedly continue in the next century; US engagement can
significantly reduce the scale of conflict and the propensity for war. It is clearly in our national interests to do so.

Our leadership must formulate a national vision and educate the public on the reasons for our national strategy, the long-term reasons in favor of engagement and enlargement, the dangers of isolationism, and the need for patience in executing our strategy. America's vision, filling the moral and leadership requirements of successful hegemony, could be subject to voter approval to keep national security issues at the forefront of our national conscience and ensure public involvement and support. We must declare war on war, engage decisively, then follow through.

If the US is to serve as a model of democracy, our own people must understand considerably more about international relations and the important issues that drive formulation of a national security strategy. Our government cannot successfully continue implementing policies for the good of the masses. We need to more effectively use the information IOP to focus more on educating the public so they can be full participants in developing a national strategy they understand and are willing to support.

Final Thoughts

The US won the Cold War, not by accident, but because some Americans had the vision and courage to make it happen. We slapped each other on the backs for a job well done. Instead of retreating into the sanctuary of our borders, the US must continue to maintain a position of world leadership. History warns us we haven't seen the last self-serving tyrant who will not respond to diplomatic or economic pressure from the US or
the world community. In such cases, we must be prepared to teach harsh and permanent lessons to those who understand nothing but superior force.

Shifts and anomalies in the world's balance of power suggest employing a different mix of IOPs. Without world government, anarchy will continue as each state does what it must in the interests of its own security. The US can preclude the potential of anarchy to degenerate into war. We can exploit our dominant position to keep the peace and preempt war rather than react to crises. To do so effectively requires early, continual, committed engagement. A stronger capability in the information IOP can generate public support for a US leadership role and extol the virtues of democracy to the world.

The information IOP can be exploited to deter war. Global, real-time news brings horror into every home. These images help spur the world into action against aggression and tyranny, and quick response can act as a deterrent to escalation of the conflict. The memory of wars affects leaders and followers. As nuclear weapons proliferate, there is an increased likelihood for their use. Film from the immediate aftermath of nuclear detonations over Hiroshima and Nagasaki communicates the inhumanity of such weapons. Nonetheless, dominant capabilities must be maintained in our political, economic, and military IOPs to better ensure a world formed according to our national security goals.

America must be bold enough to lead the world through the unknown. Our only other options are to follow or get out of the way, options which cannot guarantee survival of the United States. We would be fools not to study and learn from history, but chaos theory tells us the lessons of the past cannot necessarily predict future events. Circumstances in today's world present unique challenges to traditional thinking about
power and influence, and historical lessons may or may not apply in twenty-first century international affairs.

History doesn’t necessarily lead to the future. Rather, the future leads to history, and it starts today.
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